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Japan is one of the world's leading retail forex markets,
accounting for nearly 40% of global retail forex
trading volume. Meanwhile, Japan is a mature model
in the global trading market, whether in the aspects
of the regulatory environment, brokers or investors.
However, Japanese local brokers and traders are very
low-key and mysterious while overseas counterparts
are deeply interested in the market.
WikiResearch, as a professional global forex media and
data platform, intends to show the current changes in
the Japanese forex margin trading market, the operating
status of Japanese forex brokers and investors through
in-depth field market research. Moreover, the collision
between local and global brokers and the impact of
cryptocurrency on the forex margin trading market
are discussed with a view to providing a reference for
business operation, decision-making and response to
the impact of the new environment for global brokers in
the Japanese market.
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Study Method and Plan
This survey, launched in October 2019, is the second global forex exchange regional
market survey issued by WikiResearch after the Vietnam market research. Three methods
are adopted: desktop research, investor questionnaire survey, and face-to-face interviews
with forex practitioners. The sample collection is as follows:

Part I
Ten-week
Desktop Research

500 Pieces of
Investor Questionnaire
Survey

30 Groups of
Face-to-face Interviews
with Forex Practitioners

Limited by the survey time, sample size and research objects, all data, research
opinions and conclusions in this report are based on the above survey methods. We'd

Development
Status of the Forex Margin Trading
Market in Japan

like to apologize in advance for any deficiencies you might find in this report. With the
continuous deepening of WikiResearch work, we will pay attention continuously to the
global forex market in order to obtain more accurate and in-depth research results.

WikiResearch-2020 WikiResearch Survey Report Plan

Completed

• Survey Report on Vietnam FX Margin Market, Brokers and Users
• Survey Report on Japan FX Margin Market, Brokers and Users
• Survey Report on Thailand FX Margin Market, Brokers and Users
• Survey Report on Indonesia FX Margin Market, Brokers and Users

Preparing

• Survey Report on Malaysia FX Margin Market, Brokers and Uses
• Survey Report on Australia FX Margin Market, Brokers and Users
• Comparative Report on the Development Environment of the FX Margin
Market in Southeast Asia
…… More reports ongoing
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1.1 Overview of
Japanese Financial Market
Japan, called the country of sunrise, is located on the west coast
of the Pacific Ocean. It is a highly developed capitalist country, the
third largest economy in the world, and the member of G7, G20, etc.
Lacking of natural resources, Japan greatly depends on imports.
Developed manufacturing industry is the backbone of the national
economy, and the industries of scientific research, aerospace,
manufacturing, and education top the global rankings. Besides, the
cultural industry led by the animation and game industries and the
developed tourism industry are also important symbols.
Japanese citizens generally have good education, living
standards and national quality, and their national income
levels are among the highest in the world.

Basic Information About Japanese Yen and Exchange Rate
As Japan's economic development relies on global trade, the yen exchange rate is highly
correlated with Japan's economic development. The international composition of the
yen in the reserve currency is only next to the US dollar, the euro, and the British pound,
ranking the fourth globally. The Yen-US dollar is one of the most popular currency
pairs with higher liquidity. The overall exchange rate of Yen against US dollar has been
appreciating recently though it was fluctuating in the past 30 years. In 2018, the trading
volume of Japanese yen ranked No.3 globally, with average daily transaction volume
accounting for 16.8% of the globe, second to the US dollar and the euro. Because of the
strong liquidity of Japanese yen, the extremely low interest rate of the Japanese market
and the strong economic strength, Japanese yen became one of the most popular safehaven currencies in the world. In the past 20 years, the exchange rate of Japanese yen has
shown a surprisingly positive correlation with gold price, and the correlation coefficient
has reached 0.8. Even influenced by the global economic crisis in recent years, Japanese
yen has remained strong and its value preservation effect has been significant.

1.
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1.1.2 Mainstream Investment Products in the Japanese

Japan Financial Services Agency (FSA)

Financial Market

The Financial Services Agency (known as FSA) is an agency

Japan's financial industry implements mixed operations. With banks as the main body, Japanese

of the Cabinet Office of Japan. It is mainly responsible

financial markets expand outward. After Japan has gone through the “lost 20 years”, Japan's

for supervising and managing Japan's financial affairs,

financial market has been gradually easing up since Shinzo Abe introduced his bold economic

formulating financial policies, and maintaining the stability

strategy.

High return

of the financial environment. Japan's financial supervision
adopts a mixed industry supervision system. FSA comprehensively supervises the banking,
securities, insurance, and non-financial institutions. It is also the main supervisory department for
forex and forex margin business. FSA's main supervision on forex margin trading includes forms
Corporate Bonds

of qualification issuance and review, regular inspections (semi-annual or year-end settlement),
surprise check, and monthly transaction reports provided by brokers.

FX

Overseas
Stocks
Futures

Cryptocurency

High risk

Development of FSA
Fixed Deposit

Thanks to the booming economy, the Japanese

In 2007, the global financial crisis struck.

financial market was becoming international

Under the backdrop of the Bank of Japan’s

in an all-around way. However, supervision on

easy monetary policy such as interest rate

domestic financial market at that time could

cuts and government bond purchases,

not keep up with the process of liberalization,

FSA increased regulatory requirements,

which caused frequent market chaos. After

required financial institutions to disclose

learning from the British and American financial

information on a quarterly basis, and

regulatory system, Japan formally established

improved regulatory transparency,

the Financial Services Agency (FSA) in 2000, and

preparing for the aftermath caused by

reserved the right to formulate, supervise and

the easing policies. It was also Japan's

inspect financial policies, forming the macro-

prudent supervision that helped Japan

prudential supervision mechanism centered on

overcome the economic crisis. This greatly

FSA with the participation of the Bank of Japan,

consolidated the status and enhanced

the deposit insurance institutions, and the

the value of FSA, and Japanese financial

Ministry of Finance, Japan.

practitioners were also accustomed to
the business model under the multiple

Current Deposit

01

Stock market:

02

Bond market:

03

Futures market:

04

Overseas stocks:

regulatory systems, composed by Financial
Services Agency, the Bank of Japan, and
industry associations.

3.

Overseas
Bonds

Domestic
Real Estate

Low risk

Establishment of FSA

Foreign
Currency

Overseas
Real Estate

Treasuty
Bond

Domestic Stocks

MMF

Low return

During the 7 years from 2012 to May 2019, the Nikkei 225 index surpassed the SSE index and the
S&P 500, leading the way with a yield of 141%. The favorable market environment attracted a
lot of overseas capital inflows. In 2018, overseas funds in the Japanese stock market amounted
to 74.287 billion US dollars, more than twice that of the United States, according to Wind data.
Nevertheless, the Japanese stock market was mainly dominated by institutional traders.

The Japanese bond market scale ranks second in the world, and the first in Asia. Bonds are
mainly divided into public bonds and corporate bonds. The main product of public bonds in the
market is national debt (JGB1).

Different from the prosperity shown in the Japanese stock and bond market, the Japanese futures
market has been shrinking year by year even under the favorable environmental conditions.
Japan Exchange Group (JPX) is Japan's major option market.

The long-term emerging investment market is dominated by the US stock market and the
London market. Its openness has attracted a large number of Japanese retail investors who are
accustomed to trading with leverage.
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1.2 Development History of the Forex Margin
Trading Industry in Japan
Japan's forex margin trading industry
started in 1998 with a history of

Infancy

OTC financial derivatives transactions were
allowed in Japan. More than 200 institutions
serving as brokers involved in the market.
With the collapse of the Japanese economic
bubble and the loss of individual investors’
confidence in the stock market, retail forex
quickly took the Japanese investors by storm.

more than 20 years. Compared to the
other Asian countries, Japanese forex
margin trading industry today has
been mature in all aspects, including
government regulation, brokerage
operations, and investor education.
But looking back to the development

Development

course of the past two decades, there
which were the important factors that
promoted the prosperity and stability
of this industry in Japan today.
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Since 2010, the Japanese forex margin trading
market has gradually grown into the world's
largest retail forex market, accounting for
40% of global transaction volume. Japanese
brokers have been also gradually matured,
providing products and services that meet the
needs of the Japanese market.

£

Turbulence

CHAPTER 1

1.2.1 Development History of the Policies
for the Forex Margin Trading Industry in Japan
The Japanese government and regulators play an active intervention and positive guidance role
in the development of Japanese forex margin trading industry. Since the permission of OTC
trading in 1998, major policy events have occurred every few years, which has greatly affected and
promoted the maturity and stability of the Japanese forex margin trading industry.

2005
After a period of barbaric growth, Japanese
regulators introduced a series of policies.
The Financial Futures Trading Law was
implemented, starting to standardize the
development of FX margin businesses to
make them more open and transparent.
After environmental governance, the industry
reached the golden decade of development.

were still several critical moments,

€

1998

Development Status of the Forex Margin Trading Market in Japan

2015
In recent years, with the gradual reduction
of the local incremental market and the
development of new trading varieties (such as
overseas stocks and cryptocurrency), FX has
shown a volatile development trend in Japan.
Standing at the crossroad of the industry
cycle, the development of the next stage is
worthy of more attention.

WikiResearch–Critical Policy Events in the Development Process
of Japanese Forex Margin Trading Industry
Issuance Date

Critical Policy Events

1

1998

Forex margin transactions were allowed in Japan

2

2005/4/25

3

2005/7/1

4

2009/4

5

2010/2

6

2010-2011

S/N

Tokyo Financial Exchange announced to launch forex margin
trading
Implementation of Japan's New Financial Futures Trading Law
Japan required brokers to build risk management mechanisms
and deposit margin
Japan began to implement unified management of client
margin
Japan's regulatory upper limit on margin trading leverage was
1:25
Regulators gradually improved the comprehensive

7

Since 2011

requirements of participants' business scope, product design,
marketing activities, etc.
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1.2.3 Requirements by FSA

for the Forex Margin Trading Brokers in Japan

for the Forex Margin Trading Industry in Japan

Financial operators, involved in Japan's forex industry, must hold a financial instrument business

Although the Japanese forex market keeps open to the world, its supervision is increasingly strict

operator license issued by FSA. FSA has extremely strict requirements for license regulation.

due to the reason that a series of improper market behaviors including false marketing, seductive

Licenses are classified into four categories in detail:

transaction, and attempted fraud appeared in the forex market before 2005 and caused huge

I

For operators, mainly engaging in the operation of highly liquid financial instruments, securities
recruitment and asset management-to engage in forex brokerage business must hold a Class I
license

II

For operators, issuing and selling financial instruments with low liquidity-Class II licenses is required
for forex IB business

III

Investment Management Company

IV

Investment Consulting and Intermediary

losses suffered by the investors. The Financial Services Agency (FSA) of Japan began to rectify the
chaotic forex margin trading industry since 2005 and issued the new Financial Futures Trading
Law which strictly stipulated the behavior rules for the participants in the forex margin trading
market, and made specific requirements for the details of specific transaction processes. The aim
is to protect the interests of all participants while expanding the Japanese forex margin trading
market.
Although strict regulatory requirements limited the market activities and marketing methods, they

WikiResearch–Main Regulatory Requirements for Brokers with Type I License

7.

protected the interests of investors, which contributed to the prosperous forex market in Japan today.

1

Preparing and maintaining accounting books and vouchers in accordance with the
Cabinet Office Law

2

Preparing annual accounting report for the fiscal year and submitting it to the
Prime Minister within three months at the end of each fiscal year to present the
status of the business property

1

Financial futures traders have the obligations of registration

3

Preparing explanatory documents showing business and property conditions and
accepting public inspection

2

Japanese FX practitioners can nether use inductive, telephone or door-to-door
marketing methods for customers without demand; nor offer subjective judgment
to customers

4

Under the Cabinet Office Law, operators need to establish a liability reserve of
financial instrument trading that is proportional to the volume of trading or other
securities or derivatives

3

Risks must be fully disclosed when advertising, and related commission charges
must be informed

5

Except the compensation for losses related to transactions or other securities or
derivatives transactions and other circumstances specified in the Cabinet Office
Law, reserves for financial instrument trading liabilities must not be embezzled

4

Written evidence must be provided when concluding a contract, establishing a
transaction, or delivering a security deposit

5

Financial futures traders and staff must handle work honestly and fairly

6

After deducting the fixed assets and other assets specified in the Cabinet Office
Law, the ratio between total declared capital, reserves and other funds and total
risk needs to be calculated and reported to the Prime Minister

6

Financial futures traders should make judgments about whether customers are
suitable for investment

7

The ratio between capital and risk should not be lower than 120%

7

Financial futures traders' fund regulation ratio must not be lower than 120%

8

Financial instrument operators can prepare documents for capital and risk ratio
on the last day of March, June, September and December, and keep them for
public review for three months

8

Third-party agencies are required to intervene in making requirements for
the custody of client funds and company assets separately, and add specific
penalties for illegal acts

WikiResearch–Requirements by FSA for the Forex Margin Trading Industry in Japan
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1.2.5 Development Status of the Forex Margin Trading

Industry in Japan: Transaction Scale

Industry in Japan: Investor Scale

According to FFAJ (The Financial Futures Association of Japan) data, OTC retail forex transactions

According to the statistics from Yano Research Institute Ltd. in Japan, forex trading accounts of major

in Japan in 2018 reached 36.6 trillion US dollars, accounting for about 39.5% of the global market

Japanese financial groups are generally more than 100,000. Among them, DMM Group's accounts

in 2018—especially considering that Japan only offers leverage up to 1:25, so the amount of funds

in 2019 have reached 700,000 while the accounts of GMO Click and Gaitame also have exceeded

that Japanese investors have actually invested in the market is staggering. However, compared with

500,000. According to the information collected from WikiResearch on-site interviews, the trading

the domestic historical situation, the forex margin transaction scale of Japan has declined year after

activity and investment scale of professional investors in the market have declined due to market

year. In 2018, it decreased by approximately 2.82 trillion US dollars compared with 2017, which fell

fluctuations and new products. This has also led to a decline in the overall transaction scale. But the

by 7.1%. The size of OTC retail transactions in Japan has continued to decline since 2019. According

number of new investors in recent years has kept the number of active accounts stable. In addition,

to the WikiResearch market forecast, the size of Japanese forex margin trading is expected to be 3.266

Japan's forex margin trading market is still dominated by OTC transactions, and the number of OTC

billion US dollars by 2020.

traders in 2019 has reached 98.3%.

WikiResearch–2018 Global Forex
Transaction Scale (Trillion US Dollars)

WikiResearch–Active Account Number in Japanese Forex Market (Ten Thousand)
61%
1500

Japan

1514
4.4%

Other Countries

-40.2%

39%
1000

905

WikiResearch–2016-2020e Japanese Forex
Transaction Scale (Trillion US Dollars)

40

47.79

945

843

500

-7.1%

50

-10.8%

-6.5%

-5.5%

-16.1%

0
2016

2017

2018

2019

40.10
36.97

30

34.57

32.66

20
10
0
2016
9.

2017

2018

2019e

2020e

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews, P=20, 2019.
The Statistics only include the Japanese forex margin trading market under FSA regulation.

Source: Survey on Japanese
Forex Market by WikiResearch
Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019. The Statistics
only include the Japanese forex
margin trading market under FSA
regulation.
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1.3 Development Environment of the
Forex Margin Trading Industry in Japan

1.3.1 Overview of the Current Economic

Japan is the third largest economy in the world. According to the Global Competitiveness Report

Although Japan's current GDP growth rate has slowed down and its total volume has been

2019 from World Economic Organization, Japan ranks the 6th among all countries in the world
and has shown strong performance in the areas of infrastructure, economic stability, health,
technology and finance, which supports the development and stability of the overall financial and
forex margin trading industry

surpassed by China, the GDP per capita is gradually increasing year by year, which has reached
42.8 thousands of dollars according to the data of World Bank. In addition, the net assets held by
the Japanese government, enterprises and individuals have reached 342 trillion yen (3.1 trillion
US dollars) until 2018, which increased by 3.7% compared to 2017. At the same time, as one of
the countries possessing the highest external assets, Japan has ranked the world's largest creditor
country for 28 consecutive years. Its economic environment is extremely stable.

Politics

Politics

Environment in Japan

Shinzo Abe has proposed “Abenomics” since he took office in 2012, and
the Japanese economy has experienced explosive growth in the short
term. The Japanese government has a positive attitude towards the
financial market. Japan is not only the first country to trade forex on
exchange, but also the first to provide legal protection for cryptocurrency.
However, the supervision in Japan is very strict, and the government's
intervention is also quite strong.

On the other hand, low interest rates in Japan have further stabilized the international position
of the yen as a haven currency. The performance of yen in recent years has even outperformed
the established haven currencies (dollars and Swiss francs). Long-term low interest rates have
stimulated arbitrage, and the excellent hedging properties of yen have offered Japanese investors
confidence in forex transactions, thereby encouraging the investment in Japanese forex margin
trading market.

Economy

Although the economic indicators did not perform well in recent years,
the exchange rate of yen kept relatively stable, backed by Japan’s
strong economy. With the US interest rate cut, Japan has entered the
era with negative interest rates. For Japanese investors, forex margin
trading with arbitrage is one of the best choices to deal with Japan's
financial environment.

Tech

15.29%

2017 Deposit Interest Rate in Some Countries

Economy

Tech

As an established economic power, Japan has matured in the
development of basic technology and achieved a 92% internet
penetration rate. At the same time, the Japanese government is aware
of the importance of financial technology and is currently focusing on
its development. Local brokers have also invested in the research and
development of featured trading software and platforms in order to
break the homogeneity of the industry.

0.32%

1.5%

2.0%

Turkey

Brazil

New Zealand

8.5%

3.3%

Australia

Japan

China

2008-2018 GDP Per Capita of Japan (US Dollars)
50000
40000

Society

Japan's population has reached 126.5 million presently, and there
are some problems existing in the population structure such as aging
and a high proportion of female labor force. Japan is a high-income
country with an average annual income of about $30,000. However, the
Japanese is conservative toward investment. Cash or bank deposits still
accounts for more than half of Japanese household assets.

30000
20000

Society

10000
0
2008

2009

11.

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
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1.3.3 Overview of the Current Social Environment in Japan

Environment in Japan

In 2018, Japan's population has reached 126.23 million, among which the proportion of people
over 60 years old accounts for 34%. Aging population has become a serious social issue in Japan

Japan's technological environment is very mature. The Internet in Japan started early and

nowadays. However, due to the long-term work per capita in Japan and the average retirement age

developed fast. According to the statistics from International Telecommunication Union, the

of 65, the proportion of employed people in Japan is still as high as 62.6% of the total population.

Internet penetration rate in Japan has reached 92%, and the mobile Internet penetration rate

Under this social background, pension investment has become a hot topic in Japan today, and the

has reached 71.1%. In addition, the current 4G penetration rate in Japan exceeds 90%, ranking

investment demand is growing fast.

second in the world after South Korea. At the same time, Japan is also accelerating the deployment
and improvement of 5G currently. The developed infrastructure of technological environment
provides a good network experience for Japanese users. However, it is surprising that Japan’s
smart phone coverage rate is only 56.1% (2018), not only lagging behind Asian developed countries
such as South Korea and Singapore, but even being worse than countries in Southeast Asia such
as Indonesia and Vietnam. This also makes the practitioners in forex margin trading industry pay

Although there are many disposable funds in the Japanese capital market, due to the general
situation that Japanese are comparably conservative toward investment, the total assets of
Japanese households have declined and Japanese household cash and deposits have increased
for 50 consecutive quarters. At the end of 2019, the amount of cash and deposits has exceeded 9
trillion US dollars, accounting for 53.3% of the total household financial funds in Japan.

more attention to the R&D of PC and the product experience.
Total
Population

(Ten Thousand)

Japan
Korea

Internet
Penetration Rate
(%)

Mobile Internet
Penetration Rate
(%)

4G Penetration
Rate (%)

Smart Phone
Coverage Rate

WikiResearch–Proportion of Age Group in Japan (%)

(%)

12,653

92%

71%

96%

59%

5,164

90%

95%

99%

94%

Singapore

564

85%

100%

91%

87%

Vietnam

9,696

66%

77%

65%

55%

Indonesia

26,820

56%

40%

70%

27%

14.6

15%

12.5

10%
5%

12.7

12.7

11.7

9.7

8.8

8.4

20-29

10-19

0-9

6.9
1.9

0%
90+

80-89

70-79

60-69

50-59

40-49

30-39

WikiResearch–Key Indicators of Japanese Social Environment

13.

Source: International Telecommunication Union, eMarketer, 2019.

Key Indicators

Value

Population (Ten Thousand)

12623

Employment (Ten Thousand)

6750

Annual Income Per Capita (US Dollars)

30228

Total Savings Rate (%)

27

Household Financial Assets (Trillion US Dollars)

1860

Household Cash Deposits (Trillion US Dollars)

991

Source: PopulationPyramid.net, World Bank, 2019.
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CHAPTER 1

Part II
SUMMARY

Development Status
of the Forex Margin Trading Industry
in Japan

Japan's forex margin trading industry has a history of 20 years. At the
end of 1990, facing the housing market and the stock market's double
collapse, Japanese investors have rushed into the forex margin trading
market. Under the active supervision of the regulators, the market
expanded rapidly, ushering in the golden development period.
However, in 2019, the forex margin trading market under the supervision of FSA has
encountered bottlenecks in transaction and account scales. However, it can also be found
that the development of forex margin trading market in Japan can still benefit from local
environmental factors. Therefore, we will try to find the reasons for the decline in forex
market scale from the second and third parts of the report.
15.

Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research Report
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2.1 Operation and Development Status of the
Forex Brokers Under FSA Regulation
There are 295 companies regulated by Japanese FSA, obtaining the business license qualification
of “class 1 financial business operation” in 2019. WikiResearch visited more than 20 forex brokers
based or operated in Japan with the license issued by FSA. This chapter attempts to show the
current operation and development status of Japanese forex brokers from the perspectives
of product characteristics, competitive advantages, customer types and marketing methods,
and share Japanese brokers' attitudes and views on the local market, domestic and overseas
competitors and future trends.

WikiResearch–Types of Forex Brokers Under FSA Regulation
Integrated
Business Groups
Represented by commercial
groups such as DMM and
GMO, these forex brokers,
although established for
a short time, have strong
operation capacity and
develop rapidly.

17.

Traditional Securities/
Forex Brokers
Represented by financial
groups such as Nomura
securities and SBI, these
companies have been
established for a long time
and have acquired many
clients, providing diversified
financial products.

Brokers Focusing on
Forex Transaction
Represented by Monex,
LionFX and other enterprises,
the main business of these
brokers is FX transaction,
which is suitable for more
professional investors.
Foreign broker such as
Oanda also falls into this
category.
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2.1.1 Features of the Products
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Development Status of the Forex Margin Trading Industry in Japan

2.1.2 Trading Tools in the Market Under FSA Regulation

in the Market Under FSA Regulation
One important difference between Japan and the rest of the world is that most of the local brokers
The FSA has set strict rules on the domestic forex margin trading. Products, which are offered
by different types of brokers, are quite similar, especially in spread, leverage, currency pairs and

develop their own trading software for Japanese clients, which was again confirmed by the survey
results. But 42% of the interviewed brokers offer MT4 at the same time for investors to choose.

deposit.

WikiResearch–Trading Software Provided by the Local Forex Brokers

WikiResearch–Features of the Products
in the Market Under FSA Regulation
Spread

USD/EUR from 0.2 to 0.3

Leverage

Up to 1:25 and subject to regulatory restrictions

Currency Pair

Most offer 25 main currency pairs and a few 40 or more

Q. What trading software do you provide for investors?
(multiple choices)

42

MT4

The universal threshold is set at $100 and above, with a low deposit

Investment

92

Self-developed Software

requirement

Others

8

MT5

8
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

All interviewed brokers agreed that the Japanese market has seen white-hot competition. Spread
has been considered by investors as the biggest reference for choosing a broker, followed by
International brokers in Japan are closely regulated by the FSA, so their forex products are similar

transaction speed and service.

to the local brokers’. But the international brokers interviewed all offer MT4/MT5, which are

WikiResearch–The Most Important References for Forex Investors to Choose a Platform

synchronized with global markets, without offering self-developed software.

WikiResearch–Trading Software Provided by the International Forex Broker in Japan
Low Spread

100

Transaction Speed
Brand Influence

55

Clients Service

35

Professional Content

5
0
0%

100

MT5

15

Others

19.

MT4

25

Software Experience

Bonus

Q. What trading software do you provide for investors?
(multiple choices)

65

20

Self-developed Software

0

Others

0
0%

25%

50%

75%

25%

50%

75%

100%

100%

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.
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2.1.3 Reasons for the Japanese Forex Brokers
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2.1.4 Channels of Clients Acquisition Under FSA Regulation

Using Self-developed Trading Software
Japanese FSA has very strict regulations on IBs (agents) engaged in financial business. They need
The Japanese forex brokers not only use self-developed trading tools, but also promote them as a
core competitive edge. At their websites, these tools tend to occupy the most important ad spots.
WikiResearch talked with the brokers about it in Japan and summarized the following main reasons:

to obtain the business license qualification of “class 2 financial instrument business operation”.
Therefore, almost all forex brokers in Japan have direct access to clients without any IBs. In terms of
the channels, the proportion of online clients acquired by brokers is increasingly higher, and 67% of
the brokers indicate that their online customers account for more than 70% among the total.

WikiResearch–Reasons for the Japanese Brokers Using Self-developed
Trading Software
WikiResearch–Methods of Clients Acquisition for Brokers Under FSA Regulation
Cost Optimization

Customized Interface

Although development cost
is high, the cost for long-term
maintenance and secondary
development is low. Besides,
since the brokers are generally
engaged in concurrent
business, the development
resources can be shared
among different businesses.

The MT4/MT5 interface and
usage are not friendly enough
for Japanese investors with
poor English, so they need
designing according to
Japanese investors’ habits.

01

IB<
3

According to WikiResearch’s survey

%

in Japan, the interviewed brokers all
claimed that they acquire 100% direct
clients, but some brokers argue that there
are still some IBs in the Japanese market

05

(compliant IB). However, after several

02

Direct Clients> 97%

rounds of market evolution, the existing
number of IB users and cooperation scale
have all contracted.

04
Embedded Content
Japanese brokers generally make
lots of media content by themselves.
They can better embed the content
into the trading interface via selfdeveloped software, making
transformation more efficient.

03

Enhanced User Stickiness
Self-developed software can
strengthen users’ dependence
on product experience and
historical data, increasing
their cost for changing
brokers, so as to enhance user
stickiness.

Q. What is the percentage of online clients to all new users for your company?

Over 90%

17
50

Over 70%
Differentiated Experience
Due to the convergence of products under the
supervision of the FSA in Japan, differentiated
functional experience is created through selfdeveloped software to build competitive advantages.

21.

WikiResearch–Channels of Clients Acquisition Under FSA Regulation

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.

Over 50%

8

Over 30%

8
17

Less than 30%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.
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2.1.5 Marketing Strategies Under FSA Regulation

2.1.6 Advertising Channels and Types Under FSA Regulation

According to WikiResearch’s research in Japan, Japanese forex brokers are strictly regulated by FSA

According to WikiResearch’s research in Japan, due to the lack of IB support, Affiliate (advertising

in terms of customer acquisition methods, and their methods of advertising and market activities

alliance) on the Internet platform is the most important advertising channel for Japanese brokers

are more cautious and limited. Therefore, brokers often provide benefits to their clients in other

currently. In terms of traditional media, Hakuhodo and Dentsu, as Japan's largest agencies, are also

perspectives rather than forex investment income in order to attract more clients. In this aspect, the

the main partners that forex brokers cooperate with.

advantages of integrated commercial groups or large financial companies are more outstanding. This
is also the main reason why GMO and DMM have rapidly become the industry giants in recent years.

WikiResearch–Main Advertising Channels of Japanese Brokers

Merchandise
Coupon

Celebrity
Events

Business
Voucher

WikiResearch–Clients Acquisition
Methods Adopted by Integrated
Commercial Groups or Large Financial
Companies
The integrated commercial groups acquire forex
clients through “part-time cooperation” activities.
For example, supermarket activities, merchandise
coupons, and admission tickets for celebrity meetups are used to attract new investors who have
never experienced in forex transactions. While large
financial groups are most likely to adopt the method,
namely, one account for multiple investment products
transactions, to attract the former stocks, funds, and
bonds investors to open FX accounts.

Japanese forex brokers must strictly comply with the regulatory requirements of FSA, and must not
use interest-induced advertisements. The most common “bonus” in other countries cannot be used
directly in the Japanese market. Therefore, the advertisements that forex brokers place mostly focus
on brand publicity, spreads discount, and software promotion.

WikiResearch–Main Advertising Types of Japanese Brokers
WikiResearch–Clients Acquisition
Methods Adopted by Forex Margin
Brokers
Brokers, focused on forex transactions, including
international brokers, often do not have sufficient
marketing budgets for a large amount of
advertising and the ability to build the channel
for part-time cooperation. Therefore, they attach
great importance to the content. Through selfbuilt platforms, they provide professional market
analysis, investment advice, trading signals and
other methods to attract investors with certain
investment experience or who are inclined to learn
forex investment to open accounts and trade.

23.

Q. What types of ads are you running on the media?
Professional
Lecture

Brand Publicity

100

Trading Software Promotion

70

Special Offer of Spread

Online Live
Broadcast

Original
Content

60
25

Offline Activities
Business Cooperation

20
10

Free Gifts and Coupons
0%

25%

50%

75%

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.

100%
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2.1.7 Clients Classification from the Perspective
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2.1.8 Client Structures of the Japanese Brokers

of Japanese Forex Brokers

Under FSA Regulation

According to the interviews with Japanese brokers, Japanese forex investors can be divided into the

Client structures vary with different types of Japanese brokers:

following four categories based on the amount of investment and the degree of investment expertise:

WikiResearch–Varied Client Structures of Japanese Brokers

WikiResearch–Clients Classification from
the Perspective of Japanese Forex Brokers

Integrated
Commercial Groups

5%

5%

10%

accounting
for

20%

More Experience

Professional
Investors

Professional
Investors with
High-net-worth

Securities &
Forex Brokers

accounting
for

5%

10%

80%
10%

30%
Forex Brokers Focusing
on Online Business

Less Investment

More Investment
50%
30%

accounting
for

25.

60%

Less Experience

Beginners

30%

Quality Clients with
High-net-worth
10%

accounting
for

15%

30%
Beginners
Professional Investors

High-net-worth Prime Clients
High-net-worth Professional Investors

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.
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2.1.9 Client Structures of the International Brokers
in Japan Under FSA Regulation
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CHAPTER 2

2.1.10 Competitive Advantages of the Japanese Brokers
Under FSA Regulation

Almost all of the clients of international brokers based in Japan are professional clients. Besides,

Despite the fact that the fierce competition in the Japanese market has led to increasingly

with mixed business models and varied marketing approaches on the rise in the Japanese market in

homogeneous products, a number of Japan’s local brokers interviewed by WikiResearch have

recent years, international brokers find it even harder to acquire beginner clients.

developed their unique positions and competitive edges based on in-depth study of Japanese
investors in the course of competition.

WikiResearch–Main Competitive Edges of Local Brokers

WikiResearch–Varied Client Structures of Japanese Brokers

5%
Beginners
High-net-worth Prime Clients
Professional Investors
High-net-worth Professional Investors

5%

Cross-sector
Cooperation
Brokers that boast a
variety of businesses have
a huge competitive edge in
acquiring beginner clients
with the client growth rate
much greater than that of
their competitors.

30%

Trading Speed
Japanese brokers have
been focusing on “speed”
in their promotional
efforts. Brokers, big or
small, are promoting
their edges in trading
technology and speed.

60%

27.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.

Localized Content

Software Experience

Some Japanese brokers
provide a wide range
of quite localized online
content, ranging from
investment philosophy,
asset allocation, forex
trading technology to the
latest market prices and
more.

Self-developed software
enables brokers to
provide differentiated user
experiences, for example,
more comprehensive
data platform, and more
user-friendly investment
guidance functions.

Brand Legacy

Investment Portfolio

Some of the brokers,
dating back 30 years ago,
have built a rich brand
legacy. Those previous
beginner clients have been
successfully converted
into loyal high-net-worth
clients.

Some large financial
groups are able to
invest their assets in
between forex and other
securities investment. This
competitive advantage
is extremely valuable to
investors seeking multiple
asset allocations.
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2.1.11 Competitive Advantages and Disadvantages
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2.1.12 Mutual Attitudes Between Japanese Brokers

of the International Brokers in Japan

and International Brokers in Japan

Under FSA Regulation
According to WikiResearch’s survey of Japan, all the local brokers interviewed were, without
According to WikiResearch’s interviews in Japan, international brokers in Japan are facing
obstacles in their business operations. On the one hand, they are subject to regulatory restrictions
on marketing campaigns, while on the other hand, it is hard for Japanese investors to build trust in
foreign companies and use products in foreign languages. Nonetheless, international brokers have

exception, bearish on the prospects of overseas brokers in the country and believed that the impact
on themselves was extremely limited after international brokers entered the Japanese market. Even
highly successful brokers in overseas markets, such as the US and the UK, tend to have a rough path
forward after entering the Japanese market.

established some competitive advantages by seeking differentiated market positions in the means
of more user-friendly MT4 software, more globalized data platform, and better connection with the
global investor community.

WikiResearch–Domestic Japanese Brokers’ Attitudes Towards International
Brokers in Japan
Q. What do you think of the prospects of overseas brokers in Japan?

WikiResearch–Competitive Disadvantages of International Brokers in Japan
Q. What do you think is your biggest disadvantage compared with local brokers?

83

Not optimistic, seeing no threat
17

Not optimistic, but threats still exist
Trust from Japanese Investors

100

Qualification & Capability of Mixed Operation

60

Limited Marketing Channels

60

Language Barrier

60

Content Production
25%

0

Optimistic, seeing a big threat

0
0%

40
0%

Difficult to forecast

25%

50%

75%

100%

Similarly, all international brokers interviewed found it difficult to compete directly with local
50%

75%

100%

brokers in the Japanese market. Even a few international brokers, regarded by their competitors as
successful, still believe that compared with other overseas markets, running a business in Japan is
particularly difficult with obvious bottlenecks.

WikiResearch–Competitive Advantages of International Brokers in Japan
WikiResearch–International Brokers' Attitudes Towards the Competitive
Environment in Japan

Q. What do you think is your biggest advantage compared with local brokers?
More user-friendly MT4

100

Globalized Data Platform

60

Connection with Global Investor Community

40

Global Trading Signals

40
0%

29.

25%

Q. Do you think overseas brokers can compete with local ones?
80

No, hard to compete
Yes, with different advantages
Difficult to forecast

50%

75%

100%

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019.

20
0
0%

25%

50%

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019.

75%

100%
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2.1.13 Main Obstacles for International Brokers
in Japan
As mentioned earlier, almost all the brokers interviewed are bearish on the prospects of international
brokers in Japan. According to the WikiResearch Japan On-site Survey, the reasons are as follows:

Development Status of the Forex Margin Trading Industry in Japan

CHAPTER 2

2.1.14 Attitudes of Brokers Towards Leverage
Under FSA Regulation
Almost all of Japan's domestic brokers consider the existing leverage limit of 25:1 as the acceptable
minimum leverage. In 2018, the FSA did a research on the idea of modifying the limit of margin
trading leverage to 10:1, but the plan was suspended amid strong opposition from brokers. At the
same time, Japanese brokers believe that raising leverage limit to an appropriate level will help
Japan's forex margin trading market to flourish once again.

WikiResearch–Main Obstacles for Japan’s International Brokers

1
2

3
4
5

31.

WikiResearch–Attitudes of Brokers Towards Leverage
Overseas companies are the last choice for the Japanese seeking a job, who are also less
likely to receive services from overseas companies.
International brokers have limited knowledge of Japanese culture, making it difficult to launch
attractive marketing campaigns and products for local investors.
Providing only one single forex product has failed to attract the younger generations of
Japanese investors.

10 times

All of the interviewed brokers believe that if the
regulatory leverage limit is adjusted to 10:1, it will
adversely affect the scale of the industry and profits
of brokers.

The fierce competition in the Japanese forex market has left few room for overseas companies
to seek differentiated strategies.
The past few years have seen a number of international brokers withdrawing their funds in
Japan, which makes it difficult to build trust with investors.

25 times

33% of the interviewed brokers believe that the
current leverage ratio is more appropriate as it’s in
line with Japanese investors’ demands and brokers’
expectations. They do not expect any changes in
leverage.

50 times

About 58% of the interviewed brokers prefer a higher
leverage limit of 50:1, which would give a boost to the
industry and greatly benefit brokers.

100 times+

About 8% of the interviewed brokers accept the
leverage limit of 100:1 or even higher. Although most
Japanese investors are conservative, there are also
some risk-takers.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019.
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2.1.15 Attitudes of Brokers Towards New Technologies
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2.1.16 Attitudes of Japanese Brokers Towards

Under FSA Regulation

Overseas Expansion Under FSA Regulation

Compared with other markets, Japanese brokers are relatively conservative about the impact of

Although Japan has a large domestic market, the interviewed brokers still show a strong interest in

mobile Internet on trading. The main reason is that forex margin trading in Japan has a relatively

expanding their business abroad, and some of them have already done it. Specifically, the Chinese

long history from brokers’ point of view. Investors over 30 years old have developed their own habits

market is mentioned most frequently by Japanese brokers. Besides, countries like the UK, Singapore

of trading via PC. In this sense, APPs are more of a supplement rather than a replacement.

and South Korea have also been drawing much attention from Japanese brokers.

WikiResearch–Japanese Forex Brokers'
Attitudes Towards Mobile Internet

WikiResearch–Japanese Brokers' Attitudes Towards Overseas Expansion
25%

Q. What is your attitude towards expanding your business beyond the border?

Q. Which is used for trading most of
the time, PC or APP?
PC

58%

Already enter the overseas market

17%

42

Still under planning

APP

33

No plan for the moment, but have interest

fifty-fifty

Not interested

25
0
0%

Automated trading tools such as EA are becoming increasingly important to Japanese brokers.

investment strategies.

40%

60%

Q. Which overseas forex margin trading market attracts you the most?

Almost all of the interviewed brokers either have plans to develop their own automated tools or are
in favor of such tools, and believe that investors are increasingly using such tools to improve their

20%

60%
50%

WikiResearch–Japanese Forex Broker's
Attitudes Towards Automated Trading

40%

8%
25%

Q. Are you a supporter of automated
trading tools such as EA?

30%
20%

Yes
Will be

67%

No

33.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019.

10%
0%

Others

US

South Asia

Singapore

Korea

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019.

UK

China
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2.2 Operation and Development Status
of the Offshore Forex Brokers in Japan

2.1.17 Brokers’ Future Expectations
Under FSA Regulation
According to WikiResearch’s survey in Japan, the overall size of the Japanese market has declined

When doing the survey, we luckily had a chance to catch a glimpse of the Japanese offshore forex

for three consecutive years. Nearly 80% of local brokers believe that if there is no fresh stimulus to

margin trading market. This group of brokers (hereinafter referred to as “offshore brokers”)

the market, the scale of forex margin investments in Japan will continue diminishing steadily, raising

provide offshore accounts and trading software for Japanese investors. They are not subject to

concerns about the market.

FSA regulation, and cannot be publicly promoted in the Japanese media. This type of brokers have
two roots: one is those brokers that once served as IBs for Japanese forex brokers, but gradually
turned “underground” with increasingly strict regulations, and became brokers offering offshore

WikiResearch–Japanese Brokers'
Expectations of the Japanese Forex Market
Q. What do you think of Japan’s Forex
industry in two years?

services. The other is companies that introduced overseas product models to Japan after making

8%

forex investments abroad. Due to the low profile of players in this offshore market, WikiResearch
only interviewed four domestic offshore forex service providers during this field trip. However,

31%

61%

even from the limited information, we can still see the prosperity of the offshore market compared
with the FSA-regulated market.

Pessimistic, expecting continued declines
Cautiously optimistic, expecting stability

WikiResearch–Japan’s Offshore
Brokerage Market & Business Scale

Optimistic, expecting future growth

In comparison, international brokers feel more positive about the prospects of the Japanese Forex

(For reference only)

market. In spite of the declining market size, the brokers will keep investing in the market since

WikiResearch–International Brokers’
Expectations of the Japanese Forex Market

Cautiously optimistic, expecting stability

60%

Optimistic, expecting future growth

35.

Source: WikiResearch Survey on the Japanese Forex Market Based on Desk Research and On-site
Interviews,p=20,2019

Estimated transaction scale (Yearly)
Approximate 60% of the public
forex market

Estimated number of active
accounts (Yearly)
Approximate 7% of the public forex
market

20%

Q. What do you think of Japan’s Forex
industry in two years?

Pessimistic, expecting continued declines

20 Trillion

600,000

there, in Japan, is still a large group of traders.

20%

$

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by
WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019.
Due to limited survey input, WikiResearch is unable
to verify the authenticity of the above information
for the moment.

100+ Brokers

Estimated active brokers (Yearly)
Approximate 200% of the public
forex market
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2.2.1 Offshore Brokers in Japan: Product Features
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2.2.2 Offshore Brokers in Japan: Client Structure

and Competitive Advantages

and Acquisition

Products provided by Japanese offshore brokers, who are not subjected to FSA, are more closer
to other countries', with slightly higher spreads, higher available leverage, more currency pairs
and MT4. Hence these offshore brokers are quite different from those domestic ones.

Almost all of clients that the offshore brokers provide account services to in Japan are
professional. These investors are not satisfied with the products under the supervision of FSA,
neither do they trust overseas brokers. Thus, they go for those Japanese offshore brokers.

WikiResearch–Client Structure of the Offshore Brokers

WikiResearch-Features of Products Provided by the Offshore Brokers
Spread

USD/EUR from 0.5 to 1.2

Leverage

1:100 mainly used; 1:500 maximum

Currency Pairs

more than 50 pairs

Deposit

minimum amount and above $100

Instruments

MT4 with no Japanese service

Beginners

3

Quality clients with high-net-worth

3

Professional investors

10

Professional investors with high-net-worth

88
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

This kind of brokers mainly acquire clients through word-of-mouth marketing among online and
offline investors due to publicity constraints. However, the interview noted that the proportion
of clients acquired offline is surprisingly above 50%.

WikiResearch–Competitive Advantages of the Offshore Brokers
WikiResearch–Client Structure of the Offshore Brokers
Q. What advantage do you have over your domestic peers?

Q. What do new online clients account for of all?

Completely Differentiated Products

100

More STP and Less MM

75

Over 90%

0

Over 70%

0

Solid User Base

50

Over 50%

20

More International

50

Over 30%

20

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Less than 30%

60
0%

37.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019.

10%

20%

30%

40%

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews,P=20,2019.

50%

60%
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2.2.3 Offshore Brokers in Japan: Business Model
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2.2.4 Offshore Brokers in Japan:
Expectations for Japanese Forex Market

The offshore brokers in Japan claimed that they adopted STP as their business models and all
the profits were from trading spreads. However, more and more Japanese brokers under the
FSA regulation use market-making model. The brokers interviewed are willing to disclose their
trading platforms and financial data to prove what they said.

The offshore brokers in Japan are generally positive about the future development of Japanese
market. In legal domestic market, where there are reglatory restrictions and obstacles, the
offshore brokers provide differentiated products, which are very attractive to Japanese investors
who are trying to enter this “gray zone” under Japanese supervision.

WikiResearch–Forex STP
Trading Model
Orders distributed
by trading software

STP: All orders are directly
sent to quoting banks through
transaction processing systems,
and the orders will be matched,

No Dealing
Desk

Dealing
Desk

hedged or received by the bank
(NDD, no dealing desk). Under
this mode, the brokers’ incomes

WikiResearch–Offshore Brokers' Expectations for the
Future Development of Japanese Forex Market
20%

Q. What do you think of the development
of Japanese forex market in the next 2 years?
Pessimistic, expect continued deciline

are mainly from spreads, and

Cautiously optimistic, expect stability

have nothing to do with the

Optimistic, expect future growth

60%

20%

profits and losses of traders.
Winning Trades

Losing Trades

WikiResearch–Forex MM
Trading Mode
Reduce brokers’
risk through
Interbank

Interbank
(Bank, Hedge Fund,
Investment Company,
Mutual Fund, broker, etc.)

Countertrade is
used in Dealing
Desk and brokers
profit from bidask spreads.
Interbank

Market Making (MM): Market
makers can also be simply
regarded as a forex trading
platform that can enter and
adjust quotes to buy, sell, execute
and clear orders. Under the MM
model, orders are not directly
sent to the forex market, but
placed in the platforms. Hence
the brokers can directly take
profits once investors lose money.

39.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=20, 2019.
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Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research Report

2.3 Development of Cryptocurrency
in Japan

2.3.1 Impact of Cryptocurrency

Cryptocurrencies have experienced extremely rapid development in Japan. In early days,

Cryptocurrencies are impacting on Japan's forex industry from two perspectives: investors and

cryptocurrencies were widely regarded as a speculative product in Japan. After Japan first
introduced the new policies, it became the first country in the world to provide legal exchange
protection and management systems for trading cyptocurrency. Since 2017, crytocurrencies have
become one of the most popular financial instruments in Japan. Japanese yen accounts for up to
40% of Bitcoin transactions worldwide up to now. During this process, FSA has continued to play
an important role with its proactive supervision .

on the Forex Margin Trading Market

traders. From the point of investors, cryptocurrency development in Japan peaked in 2018
and millions of Japanese investors left from the forex market to the cryptocurrency market.
However, most investors went back to the forex market and brought with many new investors,
since the cryptocurrency market experienced an overall fluctuation in 2019.

WikiResearch–Japanese Investors Swing Between Cryptocurrency and the
Forex Market
When the cryptocurrency market was booming
in Japan in 2018, more than one million investors
left the forex market and went for the other.

WikiResearch–Development of the Policies and Regulations on Cryptocurrency
in Japan

2017.4
The Japanese parliament enacted
the amendment to the Fund
Settlement Law, recognizing
cryptocurrency as a legal payment
currency, and incorporating it into
the legal regulatory system. Japan
became the first country in the
world to provide legal protection for
cryptocurrency exchanges.

2017.9
The Japanese government
announced the cancellation of
the 8% tax of buying Bitcoin
in exchanges. FSA officially
issued licenses for 16 virtual
currency exchanges, allowing
tradings between yen and
cryptocurrencies.

FX

With the plunge of cryptocurrency in 2019, investors
returned back from the cryptocurrency market to
the forex market. Besides, because of the similar
transaction models between the two markets, many
new investors paid attention to the forex market.

digital
currency

During the research in Japan, WikiResearch was surprised to find the interviewed brokers
had a positive feedback on this market. Twenty percent of them already had or planned to
hold cryptocurrency business licenses issued by FSA, and 40% have supported or planned to
establish cryptocurrency exchange. But the Japanese brokers, who have a simple understanding
of cryptocurrency, generally regarded it as an emerging investment instrument.

2019
FSA said in a press conference
that there was no intention to
issue cyptocurrency by the Bank of
Japan. However, it allowed Japanese
companies to issue cryptcurrency,
set up exchanges, or provide
cryptocurrency exchanges with the
precondition that they should comply
with the FSA regulatory requirements.
The development of cryptocurrency in
Japan is prosperous.

41.

2018.3
Because of the theft of the
Coincheck exchange in January
2018, FSA strengthened its
supervision over the cryptocurrency
market. FSA issued rectification
notices to seven cryptocurrency
exchanges. At the same time, the
Japan Cryptocurrency Association
was established to set the industry
norms.

WikiResearch–Japanese Forex Brokers Flock to
Cryptocurrency

20%

20%

Q. What is your current layout for
cryptocurrency business?
Already held the crptocurrency license
Already made the plan of crptocurrency business

60%

No plan for now
.42
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2.3.1 Attitudes of Different Brokers Towards Cryptocurrency
Different types of brokers have different attitudes towards the development of cryptocurrency
in Japan. But the attitudes, which largely depend on brokers’ roles in the market, are not
completely objective. It can be seen that even in Japan, which is known for its market maturity,
cryptocurrency, as an investment instrument, still has great uncertainty.

General Trading Companies/
Large Financial Groups
The local brokers regulated by the FSA
generally look forward to the prosperity
of the cryptocurrency market, especially
general trading companies and large
financial groups. They have regarded
the market as a new business, a new
profit generator and an important topic
to attract new investors. But, there is
no obvious tendency to integrate the
market with the forex business. They
can be either run separately or together
depending on the market.

International Brokers
International brokers believe that the
development of cryptocurrencies in
Japan will have a negative impact
on the forex market. Because
international brokers have difficulty in
obtaining the qualifications or licenses
issued by the FSA, they cannot legally
participate in the market. In the
interview, international brokers showed
a significant negative attitude towards
cryptocurrencies, which they believe
will further affect Japan’s forex market.

Local Professional Forex
Brokers
Japanese professional forex brokers
who run businesses based on the
Internet also welcome cryptocurrency,
and most of them plan to support
cryptocurrency exchange transactions.
However, the traditional brokers, and
those brokers who target at the highnet-worth clients, are noncommittal
about cryptocurrencies, since they all
think that their business has little to do
with its development.

Forex Brokers Providing
Offshore Services
Forex brokers who provide offshore
services consider cryptocurrency to be
a complete scam and are bearish on
the development of cryptocurrencies.
WikiResearch analyst believes that
the reason why they are extremely
against the development of the
cryptocurrency is that forex brokers and
the cryptocurrency operators are both
competing for investors with a higher
risk appetite.

SUMMARY

There are two distinct groups in the Japanese forex margin trading market. Although
the market regulated by FSA is relatively mature and stable, it gradually loses its
attraction to investors. Brokers need to rely on “part-time value” to attract and convert
users. By contrast, the offshore market has begun to flourish. The brokers and IBs
who are blocked out by the FSA have attracted clients by this way. It can be seen that
every market has its own target group who pursues high risks and high returns, even
in Japan, which is known for being conservative. Limited by localization,
non-local brokers have difficulty developing their businesses no matter
which market they are in.
In addition, the development of cryptocurrency in Japan still has
impacted on the forex industry in many aspects. However, due to the
great uncertainty in this market, further observation is still needed.
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3.1 Description of the Survey
on Japanese Forex Investors

3.2 Investment Habit of Forex Investors
in Japan

From October to November, 2019, WikiResearch has released a questionnaire through Japanese

According to WikiResearch, more than 40% of the forex investors in Japan use 25-time leverage

cooperative research company and received 574 feedbacks in total including 496 valid parts. To

which is the legal limit stipulated by FSA.

know more about the real perception and behavior characteristics of investors, WikiResearch
selected 5 respondents randomly for telephone return visits, thus constituting a more real investor
market. Due to the limited research means and data, the result analysis couldn’t reflect the whole
picture of the investors. Much potential remains to be tapped.

WikiResearch– Leverage Preference of
Forex Investors in Japan
Q. What are the most common leverage
you currently use?

MALE

25 times

11~24 times

6~10 times

1~5 times

310

14%
43%
27%

16%

FEMALE

186

In trading frequency respect, 89.7% of the forex investors in Japan conduct trading more than
once weekly, which is relatively high.
268

WikiResearch– Trading Frequency of
Forex Investors in Japan

12%

130

27%
Q. What is your current trading
frequency?

66
32

Daily
0

<26
47.

26~35

36~45

46~55

>55

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch, P=311, 2019.

Weekly

61%

Monthly or Less

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch, P=496, 2019.
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3.3 Investment and Income Scale of
Forex Investors in Japan

3.4 Main Decision-making Factors for Japanese
Forex Investors When Choosing a Broker

According to WikiResearch Research, 42.9% of the respondents invested 1 million yen or so in

According to WikiResearch Research, 69.2% of investors are satisfied with the forex broker they

2019, which is due to the relatively young age of investors. It also reflects that the beginners are

currently hire. The investors visited also mentioned that the selection of broker depends on trading

accounting for an increasing portion.

costs, product experience and comprehensive strength.

WikiResearch–Investment Scale of Forex Investors in Japan
WikiResearch–Japanese Forex Investor's
Attitudes Towards Current Broker

Q. How much have you invested in forex trading during the past year?

1,000,000

43

1,010,000-5,000,000

69%

29

5,010,000-10,000,000

15

10,010,000-30,000,000
30,000,000+

31%

Q. Are you satisfied with the services provided
by current broker?

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

13
0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

WikiResearch–The Main Reference Factors of Selecting a Broker
According to WikiResearch Research, 31.7% of the investors were satisfied with the investment
incomes in the past year, while 68.3% were not.

Q. What are the three main factors when you select a broker?
WikiResearch–Japanese Forex Investors’
Income Status in 2019

Lower Trading Cost

64

Timely and Professional Information

32%

Q. Are you satisfied with the incomes during
the past year?

63

Brand Influence

58
50

Better Software/App Experience
28

High-quality Investors Activities
Satisfied

Dissatisfied

68%

20

Timely Customer Service Response
15

Frequent Bonus
0%
49.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch, P=496, 2019.

10%

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch, P=496, 2019.

30%

50%

70%
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3.5 Japanese Forex Investors' Attitudes
Towards Overseas Brokers
According to WikiResearch, 51.7% of the investors would not choose overseas brokers at all, while

CHAPTER 3
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3.6 Japanese Investors’ Attitudes Towards
Forex Development and Individual
Investment

48.3% would consider it and "Higher Leverage" and "Better MT4 Software" were the most factors
According to WikiResearch Research, most Japanese investors don’t care about the forex

chosen.
Actually, WikiResearch knows that an overseas broker regulated by the FSA can only offer up to
25-time leverage. Thus, WikiResearch has every reason to believe that there are brokers in Japan

development in Japan, which is related to the Japanese culture of introspectiveness. In terms of
individual investment, 62.8% of the investors will not increase investment on forex.

which provide offshore account-opening service to local investors.

WikiResearch–Japanese Investors' Attitudes
Towards the Forex Development in Japan

WikiResearch–Japanese Forex Investors'
Attitudes Towards Overseas Brokers

17%
48%

52%

Q. What do you think of the prospects of
forex margin investment in Japan?
59%

Certainly not

24%

Optimistic, the prospect will be better

Will consider if good enough

Pessimistic, the prospect will be worse
Don’t care, only focus on my own investment

WikiResearch–WikiResearch - The Main Factor of Selecting an Overseas Broker
WikiResearch–Japanese Investor's Attitudes
Towards Individual Forex Investment

Q. For which reason you may choose an overseas broker?

Higher Leverage
Better MT4 Software

34

Lower Trading Cost

13%

11%

32

Other

11

Yes, will increase as appropriate

Trading Rewards

11

No, will keep status quo

0%

46%

No, will decrease gradually

7

More Currency Pairs

27%

Yes, will increase continuously

13

Powerful Brand Strength

51.

Q. Will you increase your forex investment
in the coming year?

54

3%

20%

40%

60%

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch, P=496 2019.

No, will quit completely

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch, P=496, 2019.
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3.7 Japanese Forex Investors'
Understanding of Cryptocurrency
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3.8 Portrait of Japanese Forex Investors
"Mrs. Watanabe" has been regarded as a typical Japanese investor. For housewives, they input

According to WikiResearch Research, only 10.6% of the investors invested in cryptocurrency
before, which shows that there is a “Survivorship Bias” existing among Japanese investors. In
this group, only 31% would like to increase investment on cryptocurrency. In addition, 88% of
the investors believe that the relation between digital currencies and FX investments is not a
substitute but a portfolio allocation.

WikiResearch - Japanese Forex Investors'
Understanding of Cryptocurrency
Investments

Q. Have you ever invested in any
cryptocurrency?

11%
Q. Will you increase your input in
cryptocurrency?

Actually, over the past 2 decades, this group has generally turned to other low-risk investment
products including funds and trusts.The current forex margin investors in Japan have presented a
salient polarization-experienced clients with high net value and “green hands”. The following are
two typical portraits of those investors:

Gender
Male
Age
42

No

Yes

Job
Employee of a media
company

Total Input of Forex in 2019
15 million Yen

Beginning Time
2016

Mr.Takahashi

Total Input of Forex in 2019
Approx. 3 million yen

Favorite Currency Pair
JPY/EUR

No

11%

Other Investments Except Forex
Stocks overseas and insurance
Broker selected
SBI FX

Q. What do you think about the relationship
between cryptocurrency and forex?

Trading Frequency
Every week
89%

Portfolio Allocation Relationship
53.

Age
27

Beginning Time
2005

89%

Yes

Alternative Relationship

Gender
Female

Job
Administrator of
pharmaceutical companies

31%

69%

family income into forex investment and sound investment returns into household subsidy.

Source: Survey on Japanese Forex Market by WikiResearch, P=311, 2019.

Use EA or Not
Know but never use

Favorite Currency Pair
JPY/USD
Other Investments Except Forex
Nothing

Miss.Tanaka

Broker selected
DMM
Trading Frequency
Every week
Use EA or Not
Never know
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CHAPTER 4

Part IV
Trends in Japanese Forex
Margin Industry
SUMMARY

Japanese investors have shown a greater maturity in forex market than emerging
markets. Despite there are lots of scams in the market, the “Green Hands” has a solid
education foundation for investment and finance and business. Meanwhile, investors
are also willing to try new products with better service and experience. However,
Japanese investors’ prudence makes it difficult to distinguish between investors under
FSA regulation and those who own offshore accounts. There will be more interesting
contrasts between these two groups.

55.
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4.1 Business Mode of Japanese
Forex Brokers in Mature Environment
Over the past 2 decades of development, the scale of forex margin industry has shown a slight
decline. As economic depression and stock market collapse occurred in 1990s, brokers began to
take shape in investment philosophy and products according to their own distinctions.

Comprehensive and
mega business group

Mixed
Entities

Brokers

Improved
Features

Offshore
Regulation

57.

As an asset allocation tool, forex margin
could help investors achieve the goal of
wealth management, developing potential
investors through products circulation and
providing more comprehensive service for
investors.

Overseas and
local forex brokers
Brokers have improved features including
products function, trading techniques and
contents to enhance the loyalty of existing
investors and attract high-net-value investors
or experienced ones.

Former local IBs,
investment consultants and
overseas-returning practitioners
As FSA set strict limitation on leverage, these
brokers took this opportunity to absorb
investors who prefer high-risk investment
and who had contacted foreign investment
products, thus promoting the common
development of Japanese offshore market.
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4.2 FSA Regulation and Market Demand
Facilitate the Development of Diversified
Financial Industry
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4.3 Polarizing Investment Development
of Japanese Forex Investors
As mentioned in 3.8 above, Japanese FX investors are not so-called "Mrs. Watanabe" but over
40-year-old male investors with high ARUP and investment strength according to demographic

Given the regulation philosophy since 2016, FSA has always attached great importance on common

attributes. Beginners are young people, below 30 years old, who have earning power and like

prosperity of multiple financial markets rather than single one. In addition, the prosperity of

trying new things. During the past 2 decades of forex market development, most investors have

forex market adhered to the scarcity of such opportunity during the past 2 decades. Nowadays,

gone after suffering losses and the rest has shown a distinct polarization—experienced investors

confronting regulation guidance and market pressure, brokers begin developing new products

who survived and beginners who emerged in recent years.

vigorously, regarding multiple investments as the main trend in 2020. It is such a phenomenon
that affects the current forex market.

Investment
Account

Beginner

Emphasize the
advantages of
spreads to attract
investors.

Use celebrity
images to attract
new comers

Forex Margin Investment

Others

Stock index and
future index

Overseas stocks

Trust

59.

Cryptocurrency

Procedural
investment products
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4.3.1 Red Sea Trend Caused by Competition
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4.3.2 New investors with High ARPU Bring

Among Experienced Investors

Broker More Benefits

The most intense competition exists among investors who input large investment. To attract and

In Japan's current social structure, class stratification and aging problems have concentrated

retain investors, brokers put more input in their products including professionalism, quality and

social wealth in groups above 40 years old. Compared with such group, new comers have

user experience, as well as improved service. According to the research in Japan, the deposit

accumulated a certain amount of wealth. In addition to higher ARUP, Japanese young people

threshold of some brokers has exceeded 100 million yen. Those brokers provide various offline

also have twice-yearly bonus scheme, which could be seen from brokers’ marketing practice. By

services apart from financial investment to enhance clients’ stickiness and loyalty.

conducting multi-business and focusing on products, GMO and DMM has successfully invited
new investors to invest, which shows that user size isn’t the factor for development bottleneck.

A

Traditional FX
brokers

Comi
Entertainment
Sports

B
Brokers providing
offshore services

D
61.

Game

International FX
brokers

C
FX brokers focusing on online and
professional tools
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4.4 Potential Development for
Offshore Market

4.5 Business Opportunities for Overseas
Brokers in Japan

The Japanese forex market is not as transparent as we thought.

The huge scale market in Japan is coveted by global brokers. Despite of the difficulties, it is still

In the grey area, there are still a large number of brokers, IBs and investors. Neglecting its legality,
with the philosophy of "existence is reasonable", higher leverage, multiple currency pairs and more

likely for overseas brokers to conduct business in Japan. There are three points worth paying
attention to:

exciting investment experience are what investors really need. This trend is also keeping on rising.

Balance between profit expectations and cost
Japanese companies have relatively high office, employee,
and operating costs. Due to marketing restrictions and
localization accumulation, it is less likely to open market
in Japan. Thus, it is suggested brokers balance the profit
expectations to prepare for a long-term input.

2

1

Marketing and multi-category investment are both challenges
and opportunities for multiple businesses
Attracting new investors has become a main competition for
brokers in Japanese market. It will be useful for brokers to
conduct multiple businesses such as marketing and multicategory investment since new investors haven’t yet formed
a stable investment habit. For example, the coming 2020
Olympic year and the post-Olympic economic cycle, as well
as the sports connection could bring opportunities for them.

The choice between “gray areas”and compliance operations
In Japan, there are essentially two markets — legit market
or “gray areas”. Different markets mean different marketing
strategies and clients groups. Despite of high thresholds,
legal brokers can bring you marketing channels overtly and
put forward brand advantages. While brokers in “gray areas”
can provide products and services that are in line with global
standards, they only develop clients by non-public means.

63.
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SHARING

GLOBAL
DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
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1 Typical Japanese foreign exchange broker information

3 Typical Japanese foreign exchange broker information

Established time

17/11/1999

28/10/2005

Established time

2004

01/10/1984

company location

Tokyo

Tokyo

company location

Osaka

Tokyo

Registered capita

10million yen

4.346 billion yen

Registered capita

939.83 million yen

450 million yen

Trading software

DMMFX series(include PC/Smart
phone/function phone/Feature
phone)

FX NEO TRADING/CLICK 365

Trading software

Lion FX

Harlow FX

JPY 0.2 pips

USD/JPY:0.2pips

Spread

USD/JPY 0.3pips;EUR/JPY:0.5pips
GBP/JPY:1pips

USD/JPY 0.8 yen

1lot=10,000units

1LOT=10,000units

Minimum
trading unit

1lot=1000units

1lot=1000unit

20

30

50

25

New account with trading volume
over 500lots in three months will
be give 20,000yen back

New account with trading volume
over 25,000,000yen will be give
30,000yen back

It ranks first in Japan by its over
700,000 accounts

Endorsement of Japanese actress
Niigaki Yui

new account(condition:clients
who used to opening account
in other company) With trading
volume over100,000yen
20000 cash back

New account with trading volume
over 25,000,000yen
30000yen cash back

Many types of currency pairs, and
more than380 cooperative banks

As a centennial enterprise, it offers
uncommon currency pairs and
physical delivery

Spread
Minimum
trading unit
Currency pairs
Promotions
Features

Currency pairs

Promotions

Features

2 Typical Japanese foreign exchange broker information

4 Typical Japanese foreign exchange broker information

Established time

10/1998

07/05/2001

company location

Tokyo

Tokyo

Established time

April 1, 2002

March 2002

Registered capita

4,832,323.13 million yen

10 billion yen

company location

Tokyo

Tokyo

Trading software

SBI FXa

Nomura FX

Registered capita

778.5 million yen

1.3 billion 19.65 million yen

USD/JPY 0.2pips

USD/JPY 0.1pips

Trading software

NEXT NEO

FX Direct Plus/Central Mirror
Trader

1lot=1,000units

1lot=1,000-10,000units

Spread

0.2 USD/JPY ; EUR/JPY 0.5 ; 1.0
GBP/JPY

Money was 0.2; EUR/JPY 0.4
money; 0.9 money GBP/JPY

28

12

New account with trading volume
over 10000lots in one month will
be give 100,000yen back

Minimum
trading unit

1 hand is equal to 1000 units of
currency

1 hand is equal to 1000 units of
currency

None

30 pairs

25 pairs

Clients can use 70% of SBI
Security as FX trading deposit

One of the largest security
company in Japan, and 2020
Winter Olympics partners

New account trading 50000
hands above the highest return of
112,000 yen

Enjoy 90% discount of cooperative
businesses; The maximum refund
for a new account is 500,000 yen

As a established enterprises, it is
professional and good at assets
management

It specializes in foreign exchange
and provides narrow spreads,
automatic trading system

Spread
Minimum
trading unit
Currency pairs
Promotions
Features

Currency pairs
Promotions
Features

5 Typical Japanese foreign exchange broker information

Established time

March 24, 1999

June 10, 2005

company location

Tokyo

Tokyo

Registered capita

7.995 billion yen

2.022 billion yen

Trading software

FX SPEED/MT4

Partners FX Nano/Partners FX

0.2 USD/JPY money; EUR/JPY 0.5
money; 1.0 money GBP/JPY

USD /JPY 0.4; EUR/JPY 0.7 money;
1.2 money GBP/JPY

1 hand is equal to 1000 units of
currency

1 hand =100 units of currency

23 pairs

18 pairs

Promotions

New customers who meet the
transaction requirements can
participate in the 100,000 credits
lottery

New account with transactions of
100 million currency units above
will be given 100,000 yen

Features

Customers who invest in forex
can earn points to purchase other
products

A minimum deposit of 100
currency units

Spread
Minimum
trading unit
Currency pairs

6 Typical Japanese foreign exchange broker information

Established time

September 1, 2003

April 2006

company location

Tokyo

Tokyo

Registered capita

490 million yen

300 million yen

Trading software

MT4/Cymo

SAXO Trader Pro/Saxo Trader Go

Spread

SD/JPY 0.2 money; EUR/JPY 0.5
money; 1.0 money GBP/JPY

The spread changes in real time
and there is a minus

Minimum
trading unit

1 hand is equal to 1000 units of
currency

1 hand is equal to 1000 units of
currency

22 pairs

150 pairs

The transaction returned 3000
yen

New account + return 34,000 yen
in cash in over 50,000 currencies

Support the exchange of Japanese
currency into foreign currencies,
and withdraw money via the
associated bank account

Provide API, NDD, MT4, EA and
other advanced services

Currency pairs
Promotions

Features

Definition of Terms
FOREX MARGIN TRADING

MM (MARKET MAKER)

FOREX MARGIN LEVERAGE

OFFSHORE REGULATORY

Investors open investment accounts by signing contracts
with specific designated banks, depositing a fund (margin)
as an undertaking and accepting the credit operation
quota set by banks (or brokers). Investors can freely trade
spot foreign exchange of the same value within the quota.

Market Maker can enter and adjust quotes to buy, sell,
execute and clear orders. Market makers must operate
under a given exchange's bylaws, which are approved
by a country's securities regulator. Market makers' rights
and responsibilities vary by exchange, and by the type
of financial instrument they are trading, such as equities
or options. The most common type of market maker is a
brokerage house that provides purchase and sale solutions
for investors in an effort to keep financial markets liquid. A
market maker can also be an individual intermediary, but
due to the size of securities needed to facilitate the volume
of purchases and sales the vast majority of market makers
work on behalf of large institutions.

In the forex margin trading, traders can make greater
profits with a small amount of account fund by forex
margin leverage. There is a positive correlation between
profit and loss rate and leverage size.

Forex regulatory is currently divided into offshore
regulatory and full regulatory. Offshore regulatory does not
require the company to set up offices, company directors
or shareholders locally. Most offshore regulatory does
not have corporate income tax requirements. There is no
limitation on the location and objects of tradings. The cost
is low and the regulatory license issuance process is fast.

FOREX BROKERS
Forex brokers are intermediaries that introduce
transactions in forex transactions, acting as intermediaries
for forex supply and demand, and earning commissions
from them.
IB (INTRODUCE BROKER)
Introduce Brokers help to introduce client to brokers'
platforms to open accounts, and then receive a certain
rebate from the platforms as a commission for the
introduction service.
DEPOSIT & WITHDRAW
To deposit is to save funds into an account after opening
an account. To withdraw is to take out the remaining funds
to the personal account after the investment is completed.

STP (STRAIGHT THROUGH PROCESSING)
STP stands for Straight Through Processing. What a STP
broker does is to fulfill the client's order with the best
quotes from their various liquidity providers, while adding
some markup on the spreads. Though the STP brokers
have no dealing desk, they do have an interface between
the trading client and the larger market - their liquidity
providers. These are nominated banks, which trade on the
interbank market, and to whom the STP broker directly
passes his clients' orders.

SLIPPAGE
It refers to the deviation between the pip when the investor
issues the opening/closing position and the actual pip of
the trading, which will result in the investor's actual profit/
loss situation being inconsistent with the order or demand.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAP
The trading parties agree to exchange a certain amount
of currency A for a certain amount of currency B, and
exchange the same amount of currency A with currency B
as scheduled. The party wilth a high interest rate currency
will compensate for the party of low interest rate.

BONUS
It refers to a preferential policy for brokers to attract and
to acknowledge clients. After the investor opens an forex
account and deposits the fund, the broker gives different
proportions of bonus according to the amount of deposit,
to enable the client to trade by larger amount of fund.

CRYPTOCURRENCY
It refers to electronic money, which is not based on
standard currency or central bank, and is capable of
trading real goods and services, such as Bitcoin. This
article mainly refers to the exchange and trading between
cryptocurrency and legal currency, such as bitcoin and US
dollar.

Legal Notices

Copyright Notice
This report is produced by WikiResearch. All texts, pictures and tables appearing in
this report are protected under related trademark and copyright laws. The ownership
of part of the texts and data collecting from public information belongs to the original
authors. You are respectfully reminded that none of the content above may be copied
or transmitted in any medium or used in any format by any organization or individual
without the explicit written permission of the company. Unauthorized business practice
using this report shall violate the Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China, other
related laws and international conventions.

Exception Clauses
The industry data and related market forecasts in this report are mainly obtained by
company researchers’ using desktop research, industry interviews, market research and
other research methods, and estimated by WikiResearch statistical forecasting model.
Enterprise data is mainly obtained through interviews. Thus, it is for reference only. The
survey data published in this report uses a sample survey method, and the data results
may vary from sample to sample.
Due to the limitations of research methods and samples and the limited scope of survey
data collection, this data represents only the basic conditions of the survey time and
the population, providing a basic reference for the market and customers. Limited
by research methods and data acquisition resources, this report is only available to
customers as a market reference. The company does not bear legal responsibility for the
data and opinions in the report.

